ALCHEMY OF АPOGEE [ QUALITY OF LIFE ]

Often, when we visit our GP, she/he needs to examine our blood count to find
out exactly what our health problem is. Medical diagnostics follows well-defined
methodology and principles before applying the appropriate treatment. (p.11-12,112)
As we discussed above, (p. 15,80,85) it becomes clear that our immune cells use
unusual communication signals to try to communicate and transmit certain
information that does not necessarily affect our physical health. Unfortunately, we
often remain deaf, or simply do not perceive these signals. Let's try to make a kind of
translation of "immune language" to understand the message that our immune cells
are trying so hard to send us:
• Lymphocytes: are related to the hygiene of our mental and physical body.
Negative emotions and thoughts, as well as poor hygiene and dietary mistakes, kill
lymphocytes - respectively reduce the body's ability to fight viruses and diseases.
Destructive emotions and thoughts are not hygienic food for body and soul.

(p.27,33,84,143,149,165)

• Leukocytes: faith leads the human being forward. (p.37,84,114) Faith drives
away corrosive emotions such as fear, despair, depression, pessimism.
• Neutrophils: are related to the will and its reasonable application. (p.86)
• Eosinophils: are related to motivation and creativity. (p.15,148)
One must be a "creator" and apply one's ideals of beauty, goodness, purity,
harmony and success, above all in one's own organism.
• Basophils: an expression of the application of justice in life. (p.167,182)
The truth is one, but from different points of view it shows "different faces".
• Monocytes: express Hope, Intuition, Awareness (p.36,52,83,155)
• Erythrocytes: red blood cells are carriers of Love. (p.133,173,179)
Do we manage to be good generators and conductors of Love?
• Hemoglobin: Wisdom raises hemoglobin. (p.15,73,105,110,114,137,144,175)
Hemoglobin, like Wisdom, needs light and oxygen in order to properly
deliver and transmit the valuable Life Information that they put into erythrocytes,
the Heart and our Soul. Difficulties can exhaust, but also mobilize hemoglobin,
depending on our Wisdom. (p.63,106,111,135,162)
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ALCHEMY OF АPOGEE [ Part I: QUALITY OF LIFE ]

To thank the Forces that tirelessly support us and work for our
health and well-being, but also those who oppose us to experience the
Power of our Will.
Regardless of whether we perceive some of these forces as "good" and
others as "bad", the Great Hand has united us into One Whole, so that we can
not just exist, fighting against each other, in search of the Truth, but above all,
to grow together.
We believe that Man is the most conscious being on Earth and at the same
time his Consciousness leads him only to two hypothetically possible choices: to
fight, or to suffer, in pursuit of "eternally unattainable happiness" ...
It is human consciousness that makes us make choices, differentiate or
limit, strive for the good, or lock ourselves in the shackles of the bad. While
during this time Nature creates, realizes, rejoices and exists in its most
wonderful form!....
Nature has endowed each of us with a wonderful Mind, which to perceive
and use the beneficial energies of the Supreme Consciousness, penetrating
everything and maintaining the harmonious balance of Life.

Is it possible to simply be and realize the Life,
through our most beautiful Self?
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